Introducing Design.
The first thinking tool for both sides of your brain.

Now there's a powerful graphics and text handling program to help you visualize complex systems. Design lets you create understandable graphic representations of projects and processes on your Macintosh™ or IBM® PC. So you can organize quickly, analyze effectively, and communicate clearly.

Draw flow charts, organizational charts, computer programs, communication networks, presentation graphics and production line processes—in record time. Once you connect one object to another in a diagram, it stays connected, no matter where you move it. Design makes it easier to establish, maintain and understand logical relationships.

Build Design diagrams up to 999 pages. And arrange them in a hierarchical structure. You can also develop successively detailed descriptions within one multi-level diagram. Or hide detail, so the big picture is easier to see. Even edit, manipulate and stylize text inside any graphic object. And create "hypertext" links to organize text across multiple pages.

What's more, you can always upgrade to Design development systems from Meta Software. Design + DA lets you write Macintosh™ Desk Accessories, mini-applications that extend the power and capabilities of Design. And Design Open Architecture is a programmable system for developing final applications.

That's the verbal description of what Design can do. For a more graphic illustration, look to your right.

Why just draw graphics, when you can draw conclusions?
For more information about Design, or for the name of the dealer nearest you, mail this coupon to Meta Software Corporation, 150 CambridgePark Drive, Cambridge, Mass., 02140. If you can't afford to wait, call us at 800-227-4106. In Massachusetts, call 617-576-6920.
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